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1. INTRODUCTION 
Stark’s conjectures [ 13, 14, 15, 161, concern the leading coefficient 
(l/r!) L”‘(0, x) of the MacLaurin series for an Artin L-function. The 
known formulas for the case of a Dedekind zeta function or a Dirichlet 
L-function provide good examples: the coefficient in question is an 
algebraic number multiplied by a regulator obtained as the determinant of 
an r x r matrix involving character values and logarithms of absolute values 
of units. Replacing units by S-units and allowing non-archimedean absolute 
values in this description of the coefficient leads to the statement of the 
conjecture for an arbitrary Artin L-function with Euler factors at primes in 
S removed. 
The examples, however, suggest something even stronger: that one can 
specify the denominator of the algebraic number in the formula for the 
Taylor coefficient. Stark [ 141 has proposed a relined conjecture which does 
just this in the case of abelian L-functions with a zero of order r = 1 at the 
origin. This is what Tate [ 151 calls a conjecture “over Z” and asks for 
more generally. We respond in this paper by proposing and discussing a 
conjecture “over Z” for abelian L-functions with r 3 1. In fact our conjec- 
ture includes all of the refinements of Stark’s r = 1 conjecture which it 
generalizes. The import of the refinements is that they can bear upon 
arithmetical questions such as class number problems and the structure of 
the group of S-units. 
Here is an outline of the remainder of this paper. Section 2 states our 
conjecture precisely, along with some remarks. Cases of the conjecture 
appearing in the literature are described in Section 3; these cases serve as a 
foundation for some of our results. Section 4 discusses consequences of the 
conjecture in connection with the S-unit groups. Useful functorial proper- 
ties of the conjecture comprise Section 5. 
Finally, Section 6 is devoted to evidence. In every case where Stark’s 
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conjecture has been proved, we find a generalized setting and a proof of 
our new conjecture. 
May this paper stimulate further interest in Stark’s conjectures and their 
connections with other topics in number theory. We heartily thank Harold 
M. Stark for guidance in this and much of our work to date. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE CONJECTURE 
Before we can state the conjecture, some notation is in order. Ours 
follows precedent [16] for the most part. First we develop the relevant 
L-functions. 
K/k is an abelian extension of number fields (finite degree over the 
rational numbers Q), and we consider K and k to be sublields of the com- 
plex numbers C. 
G = Gal( K/k) is the abelian Galois group, of cardinality IGI = [K: k] = n 
G is the character group of G, with typical element 
denoted by x. 
x0 denotes the principal (trivial) character of G. 
A prime d of a field K may be one of two types: A finite prime (prime 
ideal of the ring of integers O(K) of K), or an infinite prime (embedding of 
K into C). An infinite prime is real if its image lies in Iw, and complex 
otherwise. Recall that an infinite prime v of k ramifies in K if it is real and 
extends to a complex prime of K. Then we have an associated complex 
conjugation 6, in G and decomposition group G, = (o,), the subgroup of 
order 2 generated by 0”. An unramified infinite prime must split completely 
in K, and has a trivial decomposition group. We also write G, for the 
decomposition group when q is a finite prime of k. 
-I-= {p,rpz,..., p,} consists of primes of k with split completely in K, 
including all such infinite primes. r = ITI is the cardinality of T, we 
emphasize. Although much of our discussion can apply when r = 0, we will 
assume r > 0 for convenience (see 3.1). 
S is a finite set of primes of k containing T, all infinite primes of k, and 
all primes which ramify in K. S #T by assumption. 
L,(s, x) = L,(s, x, K/k) is the Artin L-function associated with a charac- 
ter x in G, but with the Euler factors for primes in S removed. If cry in G is 
obtained from a finite prime q of k via the Artin map and N is the absolute 
norm, then 
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x = x0 
otherwise, 
we have r(X) = 1 (qE S: x(G,) = 1 >I -6(x), the order of the zero of Ls(s, x) 
at s = 0. That r(X) 3 r for each x in G follows immediately, since G, is 
trivial for q in T, and S is strictly larger than T. 
Next we aim to define a generalized regulator. A prime 2? of K restricts to 
a prime q of k and we say that 2? divides q, or 22 1 q. We also say that 9 
divides T if 2 divides an element of T. For each p/- in T, jjj is chosen as a 
fixed prime of K dividing pi. /I II2 d enotes the normalized absolute value on 
K at a prime 2, so that the product formula n, ,,rK llalla = 1 holds for each 
a in K. 
U, = U,(K) = {u E K: Ilull = 1, V2 [ T} is the group of T-units of K. 
When S = T u {q} we consider U,, y = {u E K: llullg is constant for 
-w4wJT”{q). 
Suppose that E,, a2 ,..., E, are elements of the multiplicative group K* and 
E = (si, Ed,..., E,) is the subgroup they generate. For x in G we define the 
“X-regulator of E” as 
WI El = R&G E) = R-AK/k, x, E) = det - c xwogll~Pllq . 
IGi,j<r UEG > 
If S, is the set of infinite primes of k, note that Usm is the usual unit 
group of K, and if furthermore k = K, E maximal in Usm, then Rs,(xo, E) 
is the usual regulator of k. Up to sign, R(x, E) is independent of choices: 
when nonsingular, the defining matrix can only be altered by an element M 
of Gl,(Z), and then det(M) = + 1. An equation involving R(x, E) will then 
mean that equality holds for some choice of a generating set of E. In spite 
of this ambiguity, the negative sign in the determinant will help to make 
our discussion more natural. 
We complete our definitions: 
PK is the group of roots of unity in K*, 
wK = 11*Ki, 
‘, = oQ(,) is the ring of integers in the field Q(x) of character values 
of an element 1 of G; 0, c C. 
X”=C?“X is the character obtained from x by the action ofan element 
cc of Aut (C), the group of field automorphisms of C. 
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(2.0) Conjecture S(K/k, S, T). There exists a (free) abelian group 
E < K* of rank at most r, together with a choice of an element 
0(x) = f&(x) # 0 in 0, for each x in 6, and a rational integer c such that 
(a) 0(x*)= e(x)” for each XE~ and a in Aut(C). 
(b) E<U, if ISI >ITJ + 1; EGIJ=,~ if S=Tu {q}. 
(c) (wK/2’)( l/r!) Lg)(O, x) = 0(x) R(x, E) for each x in G. 
(d) E= (a,, c2 ,..., E,) with E*, cj ,..., E, in U, and K(cilw~)/k an 
abelian Galois extension. 
(2.1) Remark. S( K/k, S, T) is trivially true if S - T contains a com- 
pletely split prime of K/k and at least one other prime. Indeed, Lg)(O, x) = 0 
for each x in e and we may take each Ei = 1. For brevity, one may write 
S(K/k, S) for S(K/k, S, T) when T consists of the completely split primes of 
S. The only interesting case where this does not happen is discussed in 
(6.1). 
(2.2) Remark. Under our assumption that r > 0, we repeatedly obtain 
e(x) as a rational integer which is independent of 1. Perhaps this should be 
part of the conjecture. 
(2.3) Remark. When S = T u {q}, our conventions imply that q must 
be finite, due to the following argument of Tate [15]. K/k is unramified 
outside of q, hence - 1 is a relative norm locally, with q as the only 
possible exception. Thus - 1 is also a norm at q, which must then split if it 
is infinite. However, all split infinite primes are assumed to lie in T. Hence 
we will only be considering UT, 4 for q finite. Indeed, evidence related to 
(6.1) suggest that UT, y is not appropriate if we were to allow q to be 
infinite, unless ITI = 1 [ 15, Proposition 4.31. 
(2.4) Remark. If S strictly contains T u {q}, q 4 T, then Lg)(O, x0) = 0. 
That E c UT would follow from E c UT, y and the product formula if we 
assume not just that R(x,,, E) =O, but that R(xo, E) is obtained as the 
determinant of the zero matrix. Observe that the zero matrix will occur 
whenever v is a prime of k, v # T and x(GY) = 1, by the assumption that 
II&ill” = 1 for each i. 
(2.5) Remark. The integer c is allowed to be negative, but naturally 
one wants to choose c as great as possible. No formula for c, or even a 
reasonable lower bound has suggested itself. We will discuss this further in 
section 6. See (6.9) for situations where c must be negative. 
(2.6) Remark. Concerning condition (d) of the conjecture, note that 
K(@““)/K is a Kummer extension. Hence when E, is in UT, this extension 
may ramify only at primes dividing T or wK. There is some indication 
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(3.2a), (3.3a) that one could say more to restrict the choice of E,, perhaps 
that no ramification occurs outside of S. 
3. SPECIAL CASES IN THE LITERATURE 
(3.1) EXAMPLE. r=O. 
For convenience, we have excluded the case of r = 0. Should we include 
it, setting R(x, E) = 1, the conjecture is a consequence of the theorem of 
Deligne-Ribet. Letting cs(s, 0, K/k) for CJ in G be the relevant partial zeta 
function, we have 
Kf) = WKLS(O~ xl 
= C w,Mo,c~, K/k) x(c) with w,i,(O, IJ, K/k) in Z. 
CJEG 
(3.2) EXAMPLE. r = 1, p, infinite. 
If we put c = 0 and 13(x) = 1 for each x, this is exactly Stark’s conjecture 
St(K/k, S) [14, 15, 161. We mention four main instances where it has been 
proven. 
(a) k = Q. The conjecture St(K/k , S) is true by classical results. In 
[ 141, Stark first discusses the conjecture for K= O([,+ [;I), where 
if = e24f, observing that one may take E, to be -[;‘(l -if)‘= 
(2 sin(rc/f ))‘. Choosing instead E, = [;‘( 1 - if)’ we have E~/~K= .sf/’ = 
c,‘(l -if) in Q(czr). But Q(c,,) = Q([,) if f is odd. So K(E~/~)/K is 
unramilied above 2 = w, if 2 is not in S. (S contains the primes of Q which 
ramify in K.) On the other hand, K(E:/~)/K does ramify at all finite primes, 
i.e., at primes dividing T. These observations helped motivate (2.6). When 
K/Q is abelian with odd conductor f, then Kc Q(cf+ CL’) and the 
corresponding E,(K) = N,E, still satisfies E,(K) ‘I2 E QJ( if), so primes 
dividing 2 are again unramified. In these results, the choice of c = 0 appears 
to be sharp when S is minimal. 
(b) k imaginary quadratic. The theory of complex multiplication 
allows Stark to prove the conjecture [ 141. Again c = 0 seems to be the best 
possible value. 
(c) G has exponent 2 (G2 = 1) and order 2”. The conjecture holds if 
(1) ISI >m+ 1 or 
(2) K/k is tame, i.e., unramilied at primes dividing 2. 
Infactweshowin[lO]thatonemayputc=(ISI-m-2)forcase(l)and 
c = (r(k) - 3) for case (2) where r(k) is the number of infinite primes of k, 
as usual. The stated value of c is sharp for m = 1 in case (1); see (6.7). 
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(d) k is real quadratic, K is quadratic over its maximal absolutely 
abelian subfield, and S contains all primes dividing the discriminant d,. 
Exceptfor condition (d), the conjecture is proved in [lo], using methods of 
Shintani [ll]. It is then easy to see that the full conjecture holds with 
c = - 1. No improvement on this value of c is evident. See Nakagawa [7] 
for a case where the extra condition on S is removed. 
(3.3) EXAMPLE. r= 1, p1 finite. 
One puts c = 0 and I!?(X) = 1 for each x, and posits the truth of the 
resulting statement for all finite p, of k to obtain the Brumer-Stark conjec- 
ture BS(K/k, S) [15, 163. Another formulation of this conjecture 
hypothesizes the annihilation of the ideal class group of K by a 
“Stickelberger element.” It is true in the following settings. 
(a) k= Q. Stickelberger’s theorem and the theory of Gauss sums 
imply the conjecture [15, 161. Furthermore, if p, =(p), we may take 
K(E~‘~K) c K(cP), and this is unramified over K outside of p, in accord with 
(2.6). 
(b) K is abelian over Q, k is an intermediate field, and S contains all 
primes dividing d,. We have proved the conjecture for this case in [8], 
remarking that one may in fact put c = r(k) - 2. 
(c) G has exponent two and order 2”. The conjecture holds by [9] 
in two cases: 
(1) ISl>m+l or 
(2) K/k is tame. 
We may put c= ISI -m-2 in (1) and c=r(k)-2 in (2). 
4. CONSEQUENCES 
In this section, we assume the conjecture to hold for K/k, S, and T; and 
consider two Z[G]-submodules of K*; U-r, 4 or U, and the submodule 
generated by E. The gist is that in nondegenerate cases, the latter is of finite 
index (related to a relative class number?) in the former and one may think 
of E as a free group of rank r chosen so that the index is nearly a 
minimum. The L-functions seem to prescribe fairly closely what the 
minimum is. 
First we consider the Z-rank of the two submodules in question, begin- 
ning with some lemmas. By the rank rk(M) of a finitely generated 
Z-module M, we will mean dim, Q @ M, which is the rank of the free 
module M/t(M), t(M) being the torsion submodule of M. Additional 
notation we will need is as follows: 
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W is a fixed set of real primes of k. 
0 runs through the collection of all subsets of W. 
G(w) is the subgroup of G generated by {e,,,, w  E a}. 
K” is the fixed field of G(w) (K@ = K). 
(4.0) LEMMA. C,cw(-l)l”t=O if W#@. 
Proof. This is (l-l) Iwt by the binomial theorem. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Suppose R is a set of primes of the number field k and that 
R contains all the infinite primes, while W is a set of real primes. For K 
abelian over k and o c W, let R(o) denote the set of primes of K” dividing 
those in R. The group U,-, = U.-,(K) of (R- W)-units of K is then 
finitely generated of rank 
rk(U,- w) = 1 (- l)‘“‘( IR(o)l - 1). 
WCW 
ProoJ Since the torsion subgroup of U, _ w  is the finite group Pi, we 
need only consider the rank. We proceed by induction on [WI, the case of 
W = @ being the Dirichlet-Chevalley-Hasse S-unit theorem with S = R(4) 
[6, p. 1731. 
For the inductive step, we let v E W, assuming the result to be true for 
W’ = W - {v} and all abelian extensions of k. Note that the group Ug(:)wV 
of (R - W/)-units of K fixed by G(v) is exactly the group of (R - W’)-units 
of K{‘). We have an exact sequence of abelian groups: 
1 +LT, l----+ u,_,- u.-,*- u~‘v’,?- c- 1, 
where the first two maps are inclusions and the third is given by u + u1 +Ov. 
C is defined to be the cokernel of the third map. We see that C* = 1 since u 
in Ug?),, implies that u = unV and u2 = u1 +OV. Thus C is torsion and 
rk(U,-,) = rk(U,- w,) - rk(Ug(:),,). 
Applying the hypothesis to K and K{‘), we find 
WJR-w)= 1 (-l)l”l(IR(o)-l)- 1 (-l)lal(IR(~~{~})l-l) 
WCW’ OCW’ 
=,cc, (-1Y”‘(IWw)- 1) + ,F, (-lY”‘(IWw)l - 1) 
0 t W’ 
=,sw (-l)‘“‘(INo)- 1) 
as desired. 
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(4.2) COROLLARY. Suppose, as always, that T consists only of primes of 
k which split completely in K, and that T contains all such infinite primes. 
Let W be the set of infinite primes of k not in T, i.e., those ramifving in K. 
With G(o) as above, we have 
(1) W-JT)=C,cw (- l)‘“‘[(T](G: G(o))- 1-J 
(2) rk(UT,J = rk(U,) + 1 if q is a finite prime of k and U,, # UT. 
Proof. (1) is clear from the lemma when W = 0, as the primes in T 
split completely in K and the degree of the extension is n = [K: k] = 
PI = (G: G(4)). 
Now let W = {w,, w2 ,..., w,} and R=TuW. For each ocW, we may 
write R(o) = T(o) u II?!, W,(O) a disjoint union, where T(w) is the set of 
primes of K”’ above T and W,(w) is the set of primes of K” above Wi. From 
the lemmas we have 
rk(U,)= 1 (-l)‘“‘(IT(o)(-1)+x 1 (-l)‘“‘jW,(o)). 
WCW i WCW 
Now T splits completely in K, hence in each K”, so (T(o)1 = ITI [KY k] = 
ITI(G: G(o)). It will evidently suffice to show that C,= w  ( - 1)‘“’ 
I Wi(o)l =0 for each i. Similar to the proof of (4.1), we have 
=wc~eiw, (-l)‘“‘Iwi(0)l- 1 (-l)‘“‘lWi(OU {Wi})l 
OCW-{Wi) 
and I Wi(O u {wi})l = I @‘i(W)I as each prime in W,(w u { wi}) ramifies to 
yield only one prime in W,(O)* 
For (2) we simply observe that there is an exact sequence for some e 
in 2: 
l-UT-u "Q ‘I-2 Y b eZ- 1, 
where vp is the valuation map at a prime Q dividing q. 
With T and W as in (4.2), we consider the Artin L-functions LR(:, x) 
with only the Euler factors for primes in R = T u W removed. For x E G we 
say that x is totally odd if ~(0,) = - 1 for each w  in W. (All characters are 
totally odd if W = 0.) Note that a nonprincipal character x is totally odd if 
and only if L$)(O, x) # 0, by our knowledge of r(X). 
(4.3) LEMMA. The number of nonprincipal, totally odd characters is 
,zw (- 1 )‘“‘C(G: G(o)) - 1 I. 
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Proof: It is easier to count the complementary set C = lJwew {x # x0: 
~(a~.) = 1 }. We use the principal of inclusion and exclusion and note that 
nw,, wxo: ~(a,) = I> = {x #x0: x(G(o)) = l}, with cardinality 
(G: G(o))- 1. So ICI = -C++io,cw (- l)‘“‘[(G: G(o))- 11. Subtracting 
this from the total number JGI - 1 = (G: G(4))- 1 of nontrivial characters 
gives the result. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let W and T be us in (4.2), with r = ITI. Also let q be 
aprimeofk,q$TuW=R. Then 
(1) IfW#@ then rl{~#~,,:L~‘(O,~)#O}I=rk(U,). 
(2) VW=@, then r({x#xO: L$)(O,x)#O}J =rk(U,,,)-r. 
Proof: In (l), both sides are equal to r. C,= w  (- l)lw’[G: G(o)] by 
(4.0) (4.2) (4.3) and the remark preceding (4.3). 
Similarly, both sides of (2) are equal to r( ]GI - 1). U,:, # UT as some 
power of q is principal, and T contains all infinite split primes. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. Suppose S(K/k, S, T) is true. If IS - TI = 1 let 
{qj=S-T. Th en the Z-rank of the Z[G]-submodufe j? of U, or UT, y 
generated by E satisfies r( {x E G: Lg’(O, x) # 0 1) d rk( E). 
Prooj We consider the matrix 8 = loglleP’-‘/I h where cr, r E G and each 
pair (i, 0’) is a row index while each pair (j, r) is a column index. If M(a) is 
the left regular representation of cr, and E(C) is the r x r matrix (IogIIspIj,, 
then & = Cocc M(o) @ s(o), using the Kronecker product. 
We can simultaneously diagonalize the M(a) to obtain matrices denoted 
by diag,, d x(a). Thus 6 is similar to the block diagonal matrix 
diag, C, x(a) loglls;IIh. For each x, the determinant of the X-block is 
(- wK/2V(x))( l/r!) Lf)(O, x), by assumption. When Lg’(O, x) # 0, we have 
an r x r block of rank r. Therefore the rank of d is at least rl (x E G: 
L&w x) # o> I. 
We claim that the Z-rank of j? is at least the rank of 8’. Let an element of 
Z’” be denoted by [ai. .] 1 6 i d r, g E G, and define a map from Z’” onto j? 
by @( [ai, ,I) = ni, ,(Ey)aLff. If [ai. ,] E ker(@) then ni, o(E~‘-‘)a’,o = 1 for 
each r in G and xi. o a,, (i log/l&p’-‘11 $, = 0 for each pair (j, t). Hence [ai. ,I, 
viewed as a column vector, lies in the kernel of the matrix 8. Thus rk(E) = 
rn - rk(ker(@)) > rn - dim,(ker F) = rank(&). This completes the proof. 
(4.6) COROLLARY (cf. [ 13, Theorem 1 I). Suppose S( K/k, S, T) is true, 
and that for each totally odd x in 6, L$‘(O, x) # 0 (e.g., ty the finite primes in 
S -T are all totally ramified in K, and IS - TI = 1 if no infinite primes 
ramzyy). Then j? is oyfinite index in Ur, or in U,, rl if S = T u (q}. Further- 
more, if W consists of the infinite primes of k which ramifv in K and the 
group G(W) generated b-v {a, : w E W} has order 1 and 2, then k(E) = K. 
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Proof: First suppose that IS - TI > 1 and note that Lf)(O, x0) = 0. Our 
assumptions imply that x0 is not totally odd and hence W # 0. Thus 
by (4.5) and (4.4), rk(B)>r+I(XEG: L~)(O,K)#O)I=~.I(X#X~: 
L$? w(0, x) # O}l = rk(U,). As l? c UT, the ranks must be equal and hence 
(U,: E) < co. 
In the case of S =Tu {q}, recall (2.3) that q is then finite, hence 
4 = W c S - T. All x in G are totally odd, so by (4.5) and (4.4) again, 
rk@) > rlG/ = r(GI = rk(U,,,). As before, this implies that (U, ,,: l?) < cc. 
Now consider k(E) = K’ c K As K/k is abelian, we have K’ = k(E), so 
EC U,(K), or U =JK’) if S=Tu (q}. We claim that rk(U,(K’))< 
rk(U,(K)) unless K’ = K. Combined with the first part of the Corollary and 
(4.2)(2), this will conclude the proof. 
The claim is clear from 4.2 when W = 0. Otherwise G(W) = (0,) is of 
order 2. If K’ #K, we may choose x in G such that X(Gal(K/K’)) # 1 and II/ 
in G such that $(a,) = - 1. Then one of x, I,+, and x$ is nontrivial on 
Gal( K/K’) and on 0”. The claim follows. from 4.4.1. 
(4.7) Remark. It would be interesting to relate (U,: E) to a relative 
class number along the lines of [l, 12]. 
The idea that (U,: l?) or (UT,y-: E) is nearly minimal derives from a 
lemma whose proof if left as an exercise on matrices with group ring 
elements. First, for x in 6, extend x to Z[G] by Z-linearity, and let X 
denote the conjugate character. 
(4.8) LEMMA. Suppose cl, Ed,..., E, are elements of K* generating the sub- 
group E, and the Z[G]-module j?. Zf E’ = (E;, E;,..., 8:) is contained in j?, we 
let E; = Hi=, ES@* i, with cl(k, i) in h[G] for each pair (k, i). Then 
W9 E’) = X(, <ffcr (ak i))) Nx, El for each x in G. 
. . . 
(4.9) COROLLARY. Let E, E’, and a(k, i) be as in (4.8). Zf S(K/k, S, T) 
holds for E’ and c, then it holds for E and c. However, ifit holds for E and c 
with constants O(x), x in 6; it will hold for E’ and c only if 
Q)/X(det(a(k, i))) is in tlx for each x satisfying Lg)(O, x) #O. 
5. DYNAMICS 
An elegant feature of Stark’s conjecture (3.2) is its functorality; its preser- 
vation under certain changes in setting [ 151. Our more general conjecture 
incorporates this feature to an even greater extent. Specifically, we can con- 
sider a change of basis field which increases the order of the zero of the 
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L-functions and find a new property (5.4). Indeed, the cases obtained this 
way helped to motivate the present conjecture. The other dynamic proper- 
ties of Stark’s conjecture carry over, the proofs being just slightly more 
involved. 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. S(K/k, S, T) impZies S(K/k, S’, T) for S’ 3 S. The 
constant c remains the same. 
Proof: We may suppose that S’= S u (I}, and note that T and r 
are unchanged. By assumption, wK( l/r!) Lg)(O, x) = 2”Q) R(x, E) for 
each x in 6, where E= (E,, s2 ,..., E,). Now wK(l/r!) Lg)(O, x)= 
2”Q)(l -~(a,)) R(x, E), so we put E’= (~:-~i’, s2 ,..., E,) to achieve 
wK( l/r!) L$)(O, x) =2”(Q) R(x, E’) by (4.8). Note that E; = E: -O;’ is in U,, 
even in the case where si lies in U,, r/ for some q. Also K((&;)‘IwK) c K(E~/““) 
so that the remaining conditions hold with c and 0(x) unchanged. 
No result is proved for the operation of augmenting T. Indeed, intriguing 
new predictions arise this way. For example, allowing r = 0 initially, one 
passes from the Deligne Ribet result at s = 0 to the Brumer-Stark conjec- 
ture. 
The following lemma is adapted from Tate [ 15, Proposition 4.11. As the 
proof is essentially the same, we only sketch it. For K/k a Galois extension 
of number fields with group G, we let Anno = {CIE Z[G]: 4” = 1, 
t/i E pk ). When E’ is in K, (s’)‘IwK denotes a fixed element 6 in an algebraic 
closure K of K, such that hwK = E’. The choice of 6 causes no further 
ambiguity below. Congruences of the lemma concern the multiplicative 
group if* and its subgroup pK. 
(5.2) LEMMA. Let K/k be an abelian extension of number fields, with 
Galois group G. Suppose a E K* and t E Z. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a field L, R 3 L 1 K, and an element b in L* such 
that L/k is abelian and a = btWKmod Pi. 
(2) There exists an assignment of an element a, in K* to each a in 
Ann&,) such that a! = a; for all a, p in Ann&k), and a&-a mod pk. 
(3) There exists E’ in K* such that K((s’)‘lwK)/k is abelian and 
a = (E’)~ mod pk. 
Proof: (1) 3 (2). After choosing & in Z[Gal(L/k)] which restricts to 
a, and annihilates pLL, one puts a, = b”. 
(2)* (3). Put &‘=a,. Exercise in Galois theory. 
(3) * (1). b = (E’)~“““, L = K(b). 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. S(K/k, S, T) implies S(K/k, S, T) for K=, K 2 k. The 
constant c remains the same. 
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Proof: We have E = (.si , s2 ,..., e, ) c K* given by S(K/k, S, T). Let 
N kIK be the norm from K to K, and for i = 2, 3 ,..., r; let E; = NK/K&i in K. 
Then these sf are T-units because the Ei are. Now L = K(.$“‘“) is abelian 
over k and therefore contains (ai) 0 ‘lwK for each 0 in G. Hence L contains 
b=a”“X where a=NKIKs,. Lemma (5.2) [(l)*(3)] applies with 
t = wk/wK, k = k, and there exists E; in K* such that K((e;“““)/k is abelian 
and (NK,K~l)WK = (c’,)? From this it is clear that .$ lies in U,(K) or 
U,,(K) according as cl lies in U,(K) or U,,(K). We put 
E’= (E;, E;,..., 8:) and retain e(x) and c from S(K/k, S, T). It remains only 
to verify the formula for the evaluation of the L-functions. 
Put H= Gal(K/K) and identify G = Gal(K/k) with G/H. We write 
y rep G/H to indicate that y runs through a set of coset representatives in G. 
If x is a character of G, we also regard it, by inflation, as a character on G. 
The inflation property for Artin L-functions applies, and we have 
Lg)(O, x, K/k) =5 L$)(O, x, K/k) =z O(x) R(x, E) 
=z e(x) det [ - C x(4 loglldlp, UEG 1 
yrepG/H rsH I 
=z Cd det - C X(Y) logII(N~/KEi)YII~j 
YEG 1 
= e(x) Nx, E’). 
In the penultimate equality, we have used (Nk~i)“‘~= (E;)~” to factor 
wK/wK out of the first row of the matrix. The fact that each Pj splits com- 
pletely in K implies that the two meanings of pj (extended to K, or to K) 
are compatible. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. S(K/k, S, T) implies S(K/k’, S’, T’) for K I k’ 13 k 
and S’ (resp. T’) consisting of all primes of k’ dividing S (resp. T), provided 
that (S - TI > 1. When IS - TI = 1, the same implication holds if we assume 
that IS’- T’I = 1 and that k’n k(pLK) = k. The constant c in S(K/k, S, T) 
lea& to the constant c’ = c[k’: k] in S(K/k’, S’, T’). 
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Proof: Suppose that T = { pl, pz ,..., p,}, and that { si, &2 ,..., E,} is a set 
satisfying the conditions of S(K/k, S, T). For each k, 1 d k < r, fik extends 
pk to K, and we let yk be the restriction to k’. Also let m = [k’: k], 
G’ = Gal(K/k’), and choose a set of representatives rj, 1 <j < m, for G/G’, 
with yi equal to the identity. When IS -T( = 1, we also require that each vj 
fixes pK, as is possible under our assumption that k’ n k&) = k. Since the 
pk split completely in K, we find that IT’J = mr, and indeed T’= {y;: 
1 < k < r, 1 < 1 d m}. For each $ in T’, we use Qt as the choice of an exten- 
sion to K. If S=Tu {q}, our assumption is that S’ = T’ u {q’} with q’ the 
unique prime of k’ dividing q. We now describe how a set of mr elements of 
II,, = U, or U,,, y, = U,, y are defined in accordance with S(K/k’, S’, T’). 
For 2 <i< r, put &i,j =E?. Also put .sl, =E;‘=E,. Choose integers nj, 
1 d j < m SO that each yj - nj lies in Ann,(pu,), putting nj = 1 when yj fixes 
Pi. As K(@““)/k is abelian by assumption, (5.2) [(3) * (2)] applies with 
t = 1 and a = E’ = cl. There exist E,, j = a(?,- “,) in K*, 2 <j < m, such that 
aWK = 
YJ - “1 
aw”J)=EYJ-“J or 1 E,,j = (q”Jp. Clearly &i,j lies in 
U,,(K) =?r(K) fbr (i, j) # (1, 1) (the case of IS -TI = 1 requires our extra 
precautions here), and el,, lies in II,, or U,. 4, = U,, 4 according as 
IS-T1 > 1 or IS-T/ = 1. Also K(E:?) = K(&:lwK) ‘is abelian over k, hence 
over k’. Defining E’ to be the group generated by the +, j, we have satisfied 
(b) and (d) of S(K/k’, S’, T’). 
Now we consider the L-functions. As usual, let (G’)I = 
((E 6: c(G’) = l}. Th en a character x’ on G’ is the restriction of a charac- 
ter x on G (say), and the character induced by x’ on G is CSE(GIJ~& by 
Frobenius reciprocity. 
The basic properties of Artin L-functions then imply that 
L,‘(S, x’f = n Ls(s7 5x1. CE(G’)’ 
Therefore 
L&9(0, x’) = WK 
= WK y 1 e(k) Wtx, El 
K 
& v R(tx, El. 
Putting 19(x’) = n, 0(5x) for each x’ in G’ gives 0(x’) integral and 0(x’)” = 
n, O(<x)a = n, O(t”xa) = n, O(<x”) = 0(x’*) for u in Aut(@). This 
establishes (a) of S(K/k’, S’, T’). Part (b) will now follow from the claim 
that l/wF - l n, Wtx, E) equals W, E’). 
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In the spirit of Stark, we work directly with the matrices. One could also 
appeal to some formal properties as in Tate [ 15, Proposition 2.23. 
j-j R(~x, E) = v fy [ - 1 5(o) x(a) W~llp,j 
U‘ZG 
= I-I Get [ - f 5b4 {x(h) 1 x(z) h311~:“llp,)]. 
e: 1, k t=1 TEG’ 
We label the r x r matrix in curly brackets as Y,(x); it depends only on the 
image rt of yt in G/G’. The product then gives det( -C;=, [diag, c(r,)] @ 
Y,(x)), where the first matrix in the tensor product diagonalizes the right 
regular representation 
6j. AYt) of G/G’: dj, (‘Yt) = i if yj- ‘7, = yt otherwise. 
an m x m matrix of r x r blocks. 
We multiply each entry in the jth row of blocks by x(rj), and each entry 
in the Ith column of blocks by x(7;‘), leaving the determinant unchanged. 
This yields 
det 
(i, j ), (k. 0 
= det 
(i, j), (k 0 [ 
-*gc x’(z) ~~k?ll~~Tll~tYI 1 
=w;-’ det 
(i,j). (k 1) -,g .X’(Z) logll&F,jIlp~Y/ =wF~R(x’, E’), 1 
as claimed. 
To justify the penultimate equality, recall that E,,j = (E~-~)““‘~ for 
2 <j < m. So the second matrix is obtained from the first by subtracting nj 
times the (1, 1)-row from the (1, j)-row and multiplying this row by l/w, 
for each j, 2 <j <m. This completes the proof. 
6. EVIDENCE 
In this section we prove some new cases of the conjecture which go 
beyond the examples of Section 3 to support the full generality of the con- 
jecture. Our general results of section 5 find several applications here. 
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The case of IS - Tl = 1, handled in [ 151 for ITI = 1, grows even more 
interesting when we allow (TI > 1. The conjecture then predicts a 
relationship between the T-units and the class number h(k). To describe 
the prediction in full, we introduce some relevant concepts. 
T is a set of primes of k containing all the infinite primes. 
O,(K) = {aEK: Ila/lp< l,VP[ T}, the ring of T-integers of K. 
O,(K) is a localization of the ring of integers. 
O(K) = O,%(K) of K, and hence a Dedekind domain. 
IT(K) is the group of nonzero fractional ideals of O,(K). 
P,(K) is the group of nonzero principal fractional ideals of OAK). 
Cl T( K) = I T( K)/P T( K) is the T-class group of K, of finite order h T( K). 
We drop the subscripts T and obtain the classical notions when T contains 
no finite primes (T = S, ). Note that U,(K) is the unit group of O,(K) and 
that I,(K) 1 I(K)/( {P: P is finite and P divides T} ). If [P] denotes the 
class of the ideal P in Cl(K), then Cl,(K) 2 Cl(K)/< { [PI: P is finite and P 
divides T} ). 
The groups I,(K), P,(K), and Cl.(K) are G-modules (i.e., B[G]- 
modules). For A4 a G-module, we will let MG denote the (maximal) sub- 
module on which G acts trivially. Then (I r(K)G P.(K))/P,(K) = B>(K) is 
the group of strongly ambiguous T-ideal classes. 
In the situation at hand, S - T = {q}, and as we have observed in (2.3), q 
is then finite. Hence T contains all the inlinite primes of k. We will also 
assume that q in unramified in K. Hence K/k is unramified and we have the 
Artin map from Cl(k) onto G. Since the finite primes in T split completely 
in K, they represent classes in the kernel of the map, by class field theory. 
Thus Cl,(k) maps onto G. Let HT 1 k be the class field so that Cl,(k) z 
Gal(H,/k). We use N = N,, to denote the relative norm map on K. Parts 
(b) and (c) of S(K/k, S, T) for x = x0 alone predict that the index 
(U,(k): N&(K)) divides the integer (w,/2’)(h,(k)/n). (This prediction is 
not hard to deduce in the course of our upcoming proofs.) Thus it is all the 
more interesting to discover that the following is true. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Suppose G is cyclic and S - T = {q}, where q is 
unramlfied in K. 
(1) (a), (b), and (c) of S(K/k, S, T) hold with c =0 for 2 =x0. Sup- 
pose further that q splits in K; put qT = qO,(k) and 
m = IB$(K)I. 
(2) S( K/k, S, T) is true if q? lies in P,(k). 
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(3) S(K/k, S, T) is true ifGal(H,/K) contains each noncyclic p-sylow 
subgroup of Gal(H,/k) z Cl,(k) as p ranges over the prime divisors of 
h,(k). 
The cyclicity of G enables us to use cohomology theory for cyclic groups. 
A preliminary proposition provides the key. For this, we let T,(k) (resp. 
p,(k)) denote the image in I,(K) (resp. P-r(K)) of I,(k) (resp. P,(k)) 
under extension of ideals. 
(6.2) PROPOSITION (cf. [ 173). Suppose K/k is a cyclic extension of num- 
ber fields with Galois group G of order n, and T is a set of primes of k con- 
taining all the infinite primes. For each p in T, let d, denote the order of the 
decomposition group of p in Kfk. Then 
(Ur(k): NUT(K))= y(l’;,;;,(k)) 
T  
Proof (cf. [4, p. 98; 16, p. 1041). For M a G-module, we let 
H’(M)=fi’(G, M) denote its ith Tate cohomology group, and H’(M) 
denote its ith standard cohomology group. Then U,(k)/NU.(K) Z 
H”(U AK)) whose order is related to that of H’(U,(K)) by the Herbrand 
quotient h(U.(K)). In [6, p. 1471 we find h(U,(K)) = (ripe .d,)/n. Hence 
WTW: NUT(K)) = WnNlYI, d,)l~‘W~K))l. 
From the exactness of 1 + U,(K) + K* + P,(K) + 1 we obtain the exact 
sequence H’(K*) + H’(P,(K)) + H’(U,(K)) + H’(K*). The last term is 
zero by Hilbert’s theorem 90, so H’(U,(K)) is isomorphic to the cokernel 
of (K*)G + PT(K)G. But this is just PT(K)G/pdk), whose order we com- 
pute as 
IIT(K)GPTfk)l . I~,(k)/~,(k)l/lI(K)G/P.(K)GI 
= h,(k)lI,(K)G~,(k)l/lI,(K)G/p,oGI. (*) 
Due to unique factorization of ideals, the group I,(K)Gb,(k) is 
generated by the finite set of classes with representative ideals of the form 
nplp P for some p ramifying in K. Hence all orders in our computation are 
finite. 
Finally, we observe that IT(K)G/PT(K)G = IT(K)G/IT(K)G n PAK) z 
IT(K)G PT(K)/Pr(K) = B;(K). This yields the result. 
We return to the case at hand with T as in (6.1). 
(6.3) COROLLARY. If K/k is a cyclic unramified extension of relative 
degree n and (n, h,(k)/n) = 1, then U,(k) = NU,(K). 
Proof Clearly U,(k)/NU,(K) has exponent n (as NUT(K)1 
NU,(k) = U=(k)“), while it has exponent h,(k)/n by (6.2). 
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Proof of (6.1). The full conjecture, even without the cyclicity 
assumption, holds for ITI = 1 by [ 15, Proposition 4.91, or by a slight 
modification of the present proof, which actually draws inspiration from 
the same reference. Hence we will assume that ITI = r > 1. 
Now Ls(s, x0) = ck, s(s), the zeta-function of Us(k). Letting T- be T with 
one (arbitrary fixed) prime removed, U be a free group of rank r - 1 
generating U,(k) modulo torsion (4.1) and R-r(k) equal R-r - (k/k, x0, U) 
we have 
[16, I, (2.1), I, (2.2)]. Since K/k is unramified, (6.2) yields (U,(k): 
NU,(K)) = h,(k)/nJB!JK)\. We choose a, = NQ,..., a, = NE, generating 
NU,( T) modulo torsion and let E ~ be the group generated by the E,, i > 2. 
Lemma (4.8) then implies that 
-h,(k) R,(k) 
R-r- K/k xo, E- I= R,- (k/k, xo, NE-1 = n,B;(K), .T 
with 6 = IpLk/pLk n NUr(K)I. 
(1) Since q is a prime of k, qTOr(K) is evidently an ambiguous (G- 
fixed) ideal of O,(K). Hence by the definition of B;(K), qTO,(K)= (a,) 
with a, in K. This in fact shows that a, E UT,,(K), and we put E, = ayK’wk. 
Having prescribed the E, satisfactorily, we take E to be the group they 
generate. Then 
R,(K,k, xo, E)=det( -WIElr,llp, I’““:“ll”... ), 
where 
A =logl/N~ill~,, 26i,jdr and det A = RT - (K/k, x0, E ~ ). 
The product formula gives IINcilly nj = I (INEi(l4 = 1 for each i, so adding all 
columns of our matrix to the first column we obtain 
R-AK/k, x0, E) = det ( 
> -‘““II; IIWlp, ) ; 
=log(lNEJy det A 
Ye= 7 IWW log WR, - (K/k, xo, E- )) 
= - T l%WI 1ogNq 
>( 
h,(k) R,(k) 
n,B;tKj, 6 . > 
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The upshot is that GR,(K/k, x0, E) = (wk)( -h-r(k) RT(k)/wk) log Nq = 
wk( l/r!) Lg)(O, x0), which proves part (1) with 19(x,,) = 6. 
(2) We are assuming that qF=(a,) with a, in k rather than just K. 
Then sfl’“~= a:/“+ generates a Kummer extension over k, hence (d) of the 
conjecture holds. Proceeding as for (l), we see that the conjecture is true 
for x = x0. For other 2, we consider the first row of the defining matrix for 
R,(K/k, x0, E). A typical entry is --Coec x(a) loglls;Jla. Since .sl lies in k 
now, IIcpII, is independent of 6, while C,, o x(o) = 0. So the entire row and 
hence the determinant is zero. This coincides with the fact that 
L$J)(O, x) = 0, derived from the assumption that q splits. 
(3) First choose K so that Gal(H,/K) is exactly the product of the 
noncyclic p-Sylow subgroups of Gal(H,/k). Then G is isomorphic to the 
product of the cyclic p-Sylow subgroups, so is indeed cyclic. Further, 
n = IGI and h,(k)/n = IGal(H,/K)I are then relatively prime. Corollary 
(6.3) implies that U,(k)=NU,(K). By the transitivity of the norm, this 
now holds if K is allowed to be a smaller field. Equivalently, it holds for 
Gal(H,/K) containing the noncyclic p-Sylow subgroups of Gal(H,/k) as 
hypothesized. In this event, we deduce from (6.2) that 1 = h,(k)/nm or 
m = h,(k)/n. 
Now h,(k)/n is the order of the group Gal(H,/K) which by class field 
theory is isomorphic to (NIT(K) P,(k)/P,(k). Since q splits in K, qT lies in 
NI,(K) and hence qy = (a) with a in k. Consequently (3) follows from (2). 
(6.4) COROLLARY. S(K/k, S, T) holds for K = k, with c = 0. 
Proof: (2.1) and (6.1). 
Recall that a group acts freely on a set if the lixed set of each nonidentity 
group element is empty. 
(6.5) THEOREM. Let k, = Q or an imaginary quadratic field; suppose that 
k I k, and that K/k, is abelian. We assume that S and T are invariant under 
Gal(k/k,), which acts freely and transitively on T (so )TI = [k: k,]). If 
k, # Q and Gal(k/k,) acts transitively on S- T, we also assume that 
IS -TI = 1 and k n k&k)= k,. Then S(K/k, S, T) holds with c =0 and 
19(x) = 1 for each x when S contains all primes of k which ramtfy over k,,. 
Proof: This follows from (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.3a), and (5.4). When k,,= Q 
and Gal(k/k,) acts transitively on S - T, the extra assumptions in (5.4) are 
automatically satisfied. For then T consists of infinite primes (2.3), K is 
real, and 1~~1 = 2. Also K is contained in the field (pprn) of pm-roots of unity 
for some prime power pm (Kronecker-Weber) and S-T must consist of 
the single prime of K dividing p. 
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The following more special result combines the use of elliptic units and 
cyclotomic units in case 3. 
(6.6) THEOREM. Let M be a totally real field, abelian over 62, and con- 
taining a real quadratic subfield k,. Suppose that [K: M] = 2, [k: k,] = m, 
and K is abelian over k,. We assume that Gal(k/k,) acts freely and trans- 
itively on the (m) real primes of T, and T consists entirely of infinite primes. 
Then S(K/k, S, T) holds with c 2 -m - 1 when S contains the primes of k 
dividing the discriminant d, of K. 
Proof: Case 1. K is totally real. The conjecture is trivially true by 
(2.1) as S - T contains m real primes which split in K, and a finite prime 
(a divisor of dk). 
Now suppose that K is not totally real. Let So consist of the primes of k, 
which divide d, or are infinite. By (5.1), it suffices to prove the result when 
S consists of the primes of k dividing those in S,. We assume this to be the 
case. 
The real primes in T restricts to a single prime v0 of kO, and we put 
T, = { vO}. As K/k0 is abelian, v,, splits into the r,(K) real primes of K while 
the other real prime of k, ramifies, yielding r2(K) = $,(K) complex primes 
of K. Put k, = k n M, S, = primes of k, dividing S,, T, = primes of k, 
dividing T,. 
Case 2. k, = k. S(K/k,, S,, T,) holds with c = - 1 by (3.2d). Hence 
S( K/k,, S , , T, ) holds with c = -m by (5.4). The extra assumptions needed 
when IS,,--T,l = 1 are satisfied, as in the proof of (6.5), since k,/Q is 
abelian. 
Case 3. k,#k. Now M#M.kcK so M.k=K as [K:M]=2. This 
implies that k is not totally real and hence m = r,(k) = 2r,(k), similar to the 
situation for K. Also Gal(K/k,) E Gal(K/M) x Gal(K/k), [k: k,] = 2, and 
[k,: k,] =m/2. So IT,1 =m/2, and we choose (Oi(K): i = 1,2,..., m/2} as a 
set of real primes of K, one dividing each element of T,, hence all dividing 
vO. These restrict to distinct primes $(M) of M. Also let r in Aut(@) 
induce the nontrivial automorphism of k,,, r acts on the set of primes of K 
and (pi*: i = 1, 2,..., m/2} is a set of complex primes of K which restrict 
to distinct primes pi’ of M dividing vi # v,,. The Oi(M) and Gi(M)’ 
combine to give m primes of M suitable for the statement of 
S(M/k,, S,, T, u T;), which is true with c=O by (6.5) since M/Q is 
abelian. Noting that wM = 2 because M is real, we have Eir si, ~ in M; 
i = 1, 2,..., m/2; such that for each character x1 on G, = Gal(M/k,), 
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Inside the brackets are four m/2 by m/2 blocks, each with entries indexed 
by i and j. As each ~j(K)’ is complex while each ~j(K)’ is real, we have 
for each x1 on G,. 
Now S( K/k,, S, , T, ) is also true, with c = -m/2 by case 2. We let p 
be a generator of Gal(K/M), let G, = Gal( K/k1 ), and choose {Ei, p : 
i = 1, 2,..., m/2} in K such that 
2(??) + 1 
(m/2)! 
LCm/‘)(O, x) = det 
for each x on G, . Note that each si, p is required to have absolute value 1 at 
complex primes. But p fixes complex primes, so E;, :p = 1 for each i. 
It is easy to check that the Oi(K), iTi(K and Gi(K)” provide 3m/2 
primes of K restricting to the 3m/2 distinct infinite primes of k, all of which 
split completely in K. Again, by (2.1), we may assume that these restricted 
primes comprise T. We now claim that the pi, Oi(K)‘, pi” and the Ei, 
&i, T >  &i, p satisfy the conditions of the conjecture S(K/k, S, T) with 
c= -m- 1 and 0(x)= 1 for each x. 
For x on G = Gal(K/k), consider the X-regulator arising from our claim: 
W, El = det - 1 x(o) 
UEG 
1ogllE411 Gj wlq7I~; hm7l “p 
loglla~,ll,, Wlqy.; lWlI~~,II.p 
loglle~pll,j hlle~,Il.; b¶ll~~,0q 
First, we compare the first and last block columns of the matrix. For 
each j, ~j = Ej(K) and 6; are real primes both restricting to Cj(M) on M, 
which contains each E; and each E? z. Meanwhile \IE:,~~,P= II~fl”~l(~~= 
z! +p = 1. So subtracting the first block column 
13 P )I E; p 11; l for each i and 6, as I 
from the last, we have 
R(x, E) = det 
Hence 
‘lo&;” ,zj lOg”E;” tv 0 
logllq,Il*, wl$yl.~ 0 
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Now G = Gal(K/k) is isomorphic to G, = Gal(M/k, ) under the restric- 
tion map 0 + CJ 1 M and for x on G we may define x, on G, by 
~i(a 1 M) = x(o). Using (*), we then see that the first determinant in (t) is 
(2”“‘2’+“/m!) L&7)(0, xi). If we induce x to x* on G, = Gal(K/k), then, by 
Frobenius reciprocity, x* = I, + j2, where i, is the inflation of x, and 
i21G=x, i2(p)= -1. Again using E,,~ l+p = 1, we rewrite the second deter- 
minant in (t) as 
- C ~2(~)logllq’,ll~, =det -$ c 12(a) logll~~pll~~ 
CTEG 1 [ OEG, 1 
Putting the two determinants together and using the standard properties 
of Artin L-functions, we have for each x on G, 
W, E) = 2m+2 m!(m/2)! L&7)(0, Xi) LLT’2’(0, f2) 
2 m+2 
= m!(m/2)! LgYO, 2,) Lgy2’(0, 22) 






Since wK = 2, this verifies part (c) of the conjecture with c = -m - 1 and 
19(x) = 1 for each x. 
Except for E, and E,, p when d, = p’ is a prime power, the Eir Ei, T, and E,, p 
are units by definition and hence lie in U,(K) = U(K). Furthermore, &;I2 
and E:!% generate abelian extensions of k, over M and over K, respectively. 
Hence they generate abelian extensions of k over K. In the case of d, = p’ 
and J lying over p in K, we let I( si lip = Np:“, 11~ i, pllp = Npb and find integers 
u, v such that au + bv = g.c.d.(a, b) = g. Then replacing &I and E,,~ by 
E: = &U&v and E’ I, p = E ; bJg&;/g, we still have K((E;)“‘/~) abelian while E; p is in 
U(K)‘aLd the regulators are unaffected as det[ J,g $I= 1. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
The following theorem uses the notation set up in the beginning of this 
section. 
(6.7) THEOREM. Suppose [K: k] = 2 and ISI > (TI + 1. Let x be the non- 
trivial character of G = ( 1, T} and let R be the set of infinite primes of k 
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which ramify in K. Set d equal to the number of finite primes of k which 
ramifv in K, and 1 equal to the number of finite primes in S which remain 
inert. 
(1) Zf R = @ then S(K/k, S, T) holds with 19(x,) = O(x) = 
(2/Q)(2h,(K)/h,(k)) and c=l-4. 
(2) Zf R # Qr then S(K/k, S, T) holds with 
Qo) = Q(x) = IIT~RWYUT~RW))~ PT”RW)I 
and 
c= IRI +d+l-r-l. 
Proof (cf. [16, p. 47; 9; lo]). We may assume that S-T contains no 
split finite primes, for otherwise the result is trivial by (2.1). If we use 
cK, s(s) to denote the zeta-function of O,(K) as before, then 
L (s &&j-~~,=“R@) I-I (l+Np-“) 
s 3 
i/c.&) hc,TuRtS) pps ' 
pinert 
by comparing Euler factors. Hence by [ 16, I, (2.2)], 
7 Lf)(O, x) = 2’w, 
h T~R(K)RT"R(K) h 
*"R(k) RTvdk)' 
Choose primes ~j, R of K, one dividing each element of R, and primes 
Wj,T of K, one dividing each element of T. Then the definition of RTVR(K) 
uses the primes Gj, R, Gj, r, and G$, r, with one omission. With ITI = r as 
always, let T-=T-{3,-r} and define ~G~,r-=fi~,~ for l<j<r-1. Let 
'II,RV ~~,RY? '11~1,~ and VI,=-, Y]2,T-?..., r/-i,=- in U,,,(k) collectively 
generate UT v R (k)Ipk (see (4.1)). Also choose ql, K, q2, K ,..., qr, K, in 
U T” R(K) representing free generators for (U, v R(K)/pKUr v R(k)) modulo 
its torsion subgroup Tor. We put 
so that Q = /Tori. Then 
2'QR,,R 
l"gll~i,RIItZ,,, logII?i,T-1IItj.R logIIVtKII~jj.R 
l“fSII?i,RII~j,j.T- l“gIIVi,T-IIGj,T- logII$,J+j,r- , 
lWII’li,RII~J,, hII?i,.-IIGJT 10gIItt~Jl~;~T 1 
the determinant of a block matrix with diagonal entries of size [RI x lR1, 
(r - 1) x (r - 1 ), and r x r. Eack block has i as its row index and j as its 
column index. 
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Since each y~$’ lies in UT” R (k) which is generated up to roots of unity 
by the Vi, R and the ?i, T-, we can perform column operations which show 
that 
1 
l”gIlrli,Rll*j,~ l”gllrli.T-IIKj,, l”gllrl~,~‘IIb?,,~ 
2’QR, u R (K)=det l~~ll~i~~ll~,,~- logll~i,T~ll<j,T- logll~~,~711~j,,- 1 l”gllrli,Rll~~,T l”!Zllrli,T~II~;~,, 10gl/r]$‘II~fT 
NOW the top right hand block is zero since r fixes each iij, a. To obtain 
another zero block below it, we add the ith row in the third block of rows 
to the ith row in the second block of rows for each i cr. As the vi, R and 
qi,Tm lie in k, this leads to 
[ 
l”gllrli.RllKj,~ l”glltli,T~l/~j,~ 0 
2’Qh u R W)=det logllv~RIIKi,.- log/ls~T-lI~~,.- 0 
l”gllVi,RIIK~,;:, l”iSllrli.T~II~fT l”gl/V~,~‘ll~~,T 1 
= 21’9- ‘R TuR(k) ~~~C~~~/I~~~‘II~.,,,l~ 
upon taking the ramification of the Gj, R into account. Hence we get an 
expression for RTvR(K)/RTvR(k) t o substitute into the evaluation of the 
L-function. 
2’+ IR’ ~ ‘wk h,, R(K) 
~L&?(O, x)= Q hTvRtkI detClogllr~,~‘ll~,,,l. 
Under the map induced by 1 -t, U,,,(K)/~,U,,.(k)rU,,.(K)‘~‘/ 
l--r 
PK 3 and Q is the order of the torsion subgroup, so Q = 
(U,,.(K)‘~’ n /~~/,uk~~(. This shows that Q (2 since /A~ is cyclic and if u is 
in U TvR(K)‘prnpK then u2=u1-’ is in pier. 
Now we consider the two cases. 
(1) R=@. Puttings,,.=q~,$-“andqK=qi,l:fori>l we have 
2MK) ,odetC-loglI&:,‘ll~j,,l, 
T 
as (r - l)(r - 1) = 2(2 - 1). Note that 2/Q is an integer, and so is 
2h,(K)/h,(k), because the class field H,(K) of degree 2h,(K) over k con- 
tains the class field H,(k) of degree h,(k) over k. 
Thus we have proved parts (a), (b), and (c) of the conjecture in this case; 
for x0 we have Ls(0, x0) =0 and c:,‘,‘= qyi-l)(l+T)= yly. K= 1. 
To verify (d), we use 5.2 C(2) j (3)] with t = 1, a = aWK= .sl, K. Choose 
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an integer n, so that z -n,~Ann&,). Then w, and z-n, generate 
Ann&J; it suflices to find a,- ,,, in K such that a:!“, = si-ir. But &i-i’ = 
Vl,K 
wk(r--I)(r--n,)=~(‘--r)wp(n,+‘) and we claim that wKI w,(n,‘+ l), so that we 
“(f- r)[W(k +” )/WI. may set a,-.z=q T o verify the claim simply note that if 
pKis generated by 5, then ~nr+l=[r+l=NK,k[~~k, so that L$“7+1)Wk=1. 
(2) R # a. For simplicity, let U = U,,,(K). Defining I.- = {u E U: 
u’+‘= l}, we choose Ei K in K to represent free generators for Uj,/pK. 
Then (U-pK: U1-‘,uK) & finite as we will see, so 
bdet[logll?:,‘/la,~] =i (U-p,: U1-r~K)det[-log~~ei,,~I~j,,]. 
Now 
(u-pK: u-)(U-: u’-‘) 
=(U1-‘n~K/~~-T)(~K: U1-‘nfiK) 
JU-w U-)IH’(G WI 
(PK: Pk7) . 
Here the denominator is just wk, by the exactness of the sequence 
1+/.4Uk+~LK-+1--r~~-*+1. 
The order of H’(G,U) has been found in 6.2 to be 2dhT,R(k)/lB;,R(K)I. 
Hence (l/Q)(U-pLK U1-‘pK) = (2dh T~R(~)/w~IBI~~R(K)I)(U-CLK: U-h 
Putting this together with the definitions of hTv R(K) and B;, R(K), we 
arrive at 
2d h =- TuR(k) IIT”R(K)/(I 
wk b-u RtK) 
TuR(K))~ PT,R(K)I(U-~K:U-)~ (*I 
The upshot is that 
yLf)(o, x)=(u-&: u-) 2’R’+d+r-111TuR(K)/(ITuR(K))G PT”R(K)I 
X detC --hAI%, KII +TI* 
NOW E!-‘= & because Ei,X. 1, K is in U - for each i. Finally, we use our 
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assumption that R # @ to see that U =U,(K), and that 
(Uppu,: I.~)= 1, i.e., pLKcU-. Thus 
~L~)(0,~)=2’R’+d+‘-1~I~“iJK)/(I~”~(K))GPT”R(K)l 
r! 
This proves the desired equality for 1. Lg)(O, x0) = 0 and s~,~’ = 1 for each i, 
so R(xo, E) is the determinant of the zero matrix. That K(E$!)/ is abelian 
also follows from E: +; = 1, by (5.2). The proof is complete. 
(6.8) Remark. If K/k ramifies at any finite primes (i.e, d >O) we can 
improve case (1) of (6.7) to have c-l-3. For K& H-,-(k), 
[HT(k). K: K] = h,(k) and h,(K)/h,(k) is an integer; so we may take 
0(x) = (2/Q) h,(K)/h,(k). If furthermore 2d + ’ 1 wk (or even 2d + ’ 1 lpi ( ) we 
can take c = I- 2. This is done by putting O(x) = (l/Q) h,(K)/h,(k) 
whenever this is an integer. Otherwise Q = 2 and we have the following, 
from (6.7) (*): 
rh,O W,(K)- PK/UTUO-‘P,I =& IIT(WU,(K))~ P,(W Q h-r(k) K 
The left-hand side has denominator at most 2, so the right-hand side is 
integral under our assumption. Thus Q=2 divides 
IU,(K)-~K/U,(K)‘-’ ~~1. By suitably choosing the ~i,K we can then 
assume that vi,-,’ =/I’ for some /I in U,(K)), and set E,, K= /I”“. By 
Hilbert’s theorem 90, we have j3 = y7- ’ for some y in K*, and the abelianity 
argument proceeds as before. 
We can now see why c < 0 must be allowed. 
(6.9) Remark. One can readily see that the value of c in case (2) of 
(6.7) is the best possible if 21 lITuR(K)/(I-rvR(K))GPTvR(K)l. By 
augmenting T, one can force this to be the case. Indeed, one can obtain 
h T,,R(K) = 1 by ensuring that the divisors of T include a first degree prime 
from each ideal class of K. By further augmenting T, one increases r while 
leaving 1 RI, d, I fixed, so that arbitrarily large negative values of 
c=lRl+d+l-r-l areobtained. 
(6.10) Remark. Using the methods of [9, lo], one can prove 
S(K/k, S, T) when G has exponent two and (SI > ITI + 1. The details 
should pose no problems to our faithful readers. 
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